
QUINTA da DEVESA
2018 VINTAGE RUBY PORT

FOOD PAIRING
Blue cheeses, walnuts, dark chocolate, figs

TASTING NOTES
Deep purple color. Powerful aromas of ripe red fruits, floral, cocoa, pepper, 

cassis and iodine. On the palate it’s dense, velvety and full bodied, with  

opulent and firm tannins, a well- balanced acidity offering balance, harmony 

and elegance, that anticipates superb ageing in bottle. The finish is long,  

sweet, refreshing and gourmand.

WINE MAKING NOTES
The grapes from our Quinta are harvested by hand in small containers and 

trodden by foot for traditional vinification in granite lagares. Aged in old  

wooden vats until bottled in the second year after the harvest.

SERVING RECOMMENDATIONS
To drink before 2030, a long decant is recommended and if possible, try it out 

during a 3 day window (if you can resist), watch it develop and the tannins  

getting softer. Prime time should be from 2040 onwards. Decant and serve  

at 57-60 deg F. Consume within a few days of opening (stored in fridge).
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ORIGIN
Douro Valley

COUNTRY
Portugal

ABOUT THE WINERY
Owned by the Fortunato family, Quinta da Devesa 

is a small 34 hectare winery in the Cima Corgo sub 

region of the Douro Valley. The winery  has been 

dedicated to the production of Douro and Port 

wine since 1941. The vineyards range in elevation 

from 500 to 600  meters, part south-facing, with 

excellent sun exposure, and part north-facing 

where it receives cooler prevailing winds. 

The vineyards are managed under a minimum 

intervention system known as “Integrated  

Production,” focusing on prevention of pests  

and disease rather than spraying once infected. 

This way, the vineyards provide a healthy habitat 

for birds, reptiles and mammals, ensuring  

adequate biodiversity and a balanced,  

sustainable environment.

WEBSITE
QuintadaDevesa.pt

VINTAGE
2018

VARIETAL
40% Touriga Nacional, 30% Touriga Franca,

10% Tinta Roriz, 20% Old Vines

ANALYSIS
Alcohol: 20%

TA: 3.8 g/l

RS: 115 g/l

pH: 3.96

Baumé: 4.20


